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Executive Summary
As IT architects scale deployments of virtual desktop infrastructure
(VDI) solutions, they must be aware of the resource requirements of
“always on” and high-use components such as endpoint security
systems. In virtual environments, vendors can implement their
solution as a client-based agent, where all processing for each client
takes place on the client, a virtual appliance that handles the antivirus (AV) workload or, possibly, some hybrid of the two approaches.
Sophos Ltd. commissioned Tolly to benchmark the performance of its
new Sophos Endpoint Security and Control v9.7 within virtual
environments. Specifically, this testing focused on the system
resource requirements of the Sophos client-based agent when
performing on-demand/on-access scanning and virus signature
definition update tasks.

TEST HIGHLIGHTS
Sophos Endpoint Security and Control v9.7:

1

Demonstrated minimal impact on system and
CPU usage under on-access scans compared to
baseline

2

Executed key functions such as on-demand scan
and signature update in a 50 VM scenario
without causing an AV “storm”

3

Provided full endpoint security functionality in
virtualized environments without requiring
additional licensing

On-Access Anti-Malware Scan Resource Utilization
VMware ESX 4.1 Host Activity
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Sophos - 50 VMs running proprietary workload - Sophos Endpoint Security installed
Source: Tolly, July 2011
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Executive Summary (con’t)
In the past year, Tolly has run a series of tests,
across various vendor products that focused
on measuring the resource impact of
running endpoint security solutions in a
virtualized, VMware environment.
While the test suite is evolving over time,
Tolly notes that the tests run in the present
project use a methodology very similar to
the tests found in Tolly document #211123.
Though the individual data in this report
cannot be directly compared to Tolly
document #211123 due to hardware
differences, the similarities in methodology
produces comparable results when
assessing the relative impact over baseline.
(Please see the Test Methodology section for
details.)
Tolly engineers found that the Sophos
solution was able to complete all of the tests
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involving 50 VMs without triggering any AV
“storms”. (Analysts use the term “storm” to
describe a situation where many virtual
machines initiate resource-intensive tasks
simultaneously. This detracts significantly
from the resources available to other virtual
machines on the same host.)
While AV storms can result in a server
becoming unusable, the performance of onaccess scanning will impact users
throughout their workdays. Typically, AV
software provides real-time protection by
scanning a file every time it is open or saved.
To provide the best day-to-day user
experience, a low-impact scanner is
desirable.
For on-access scanning, Tolly engineers
found that the Sophos solution increased
the baseline disk I/O utilization for running
the proprietary workload by only 6%. (See
Figure 1).
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Testing encompassed various scanning and
system update functions and was
performed using 50 Microsoft Windows 7
(64-bit) virtual machines. Tolly engineers
measured critical system resources, disk
input/output (I/O), CPU consumption and

Virus Deﬁnition Update Resource Utilization
VMware ESX 4.1 Host Activity
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Baseline - 50 VMs idle status - No security products installed
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Sophos Update - Virus definition updated on all 50 VMs
Note: 50 VMs were powered up randomly during a 1 hour period prior to the commencement of the deﬁnition update. Update interval was set up as 1
hour in the Sophos management console. The total test duration was 1 hour and 15 minutes to allow all VMs ﬁnished the virus deﬁnition update.
Source: Tolly, July 2011
Figure 2
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memory usage at both the virtual machine
and VMware host (physical server) levels.
The Sophos solution provides real-time
constant scanning, as well as on-demand
options with their Sophos Virtualization
Scan Controller (SVSC), thus avoiding
excessive resource usage and AV “storms”.
Sophos Endpoint Security and Control v9.7
demonstrated that it provides low impact
on-access scanning and signature update
services. The concurrent scanning is able to
be optimized via configuration settings to
ensure scans are completed in a particular
time frame, for example “quiet hours,”
without compromising the host’s
performance or stability.
This evaluation found that the Sophos
approach utilizing a client-based agent
performs as promised, with very low impact
on on-access performance and proven
ability to avoid AV ”storms,” all with the full
protection offered by running anti-virus on
each client.

Test Results
On-Access Anti-Malware Scan
Throughout the work day, the endpoint
security solution is invoked automatically to
scan files and other system resources as they
are accessed.
For this test, a script exercising various
Microsoft Office functions and file transfers
was run on all 50 VMs and resources were
measured at a VMware host level. (See
Figure 1.)
Compared with a baseline where the
workload was run without any endpoint
security product installed, Sophos
demonstrated resource overhead that never
exceeded a 20% increase.
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The increase in disk I/O was minimal at 6%.
Overall demand for memory increased by
15% and for CPU by 18.68%.

Signature Update
Endpoint security systems periodically
retrieve updated information, referred to as
“signatures,” that assist in effectively
identifying and eliminating new threats.
IT administrators are rightly concerned with
the performance impact on VMware host
servers if multiple signature updates are run
simultaneously.
Tolly engineers confirmed that the signature
update process ran effectively and to
completion without triggering an anti-virus
storm. Engineers measured the resource
impact of each VM’s update on the host.
(See Figure 2.) The Sophos approach for
avoiding an AV storm is separating the
power on time of each VM. Then, each VM
will check-in to the Sophos Enterprise
Console to see whether there is a new
update with a configurable interval.
Tolly configured the update interval as 1
hour and then as “random-start” all 50 VMs
in 1 hour. As a result, all 50 VMs were
projected to update in 1 hour with different
start times. Tolly engineers verified that the
virus definition update process on each VM
took 1 to 2 minutes.
Compared with the baseline, disk I/O is
understandably high given that the purpose
of the task is to retrieve signature data to be
stored locally on the VM.
During this task, the increase over the
baseline of an idle system with the Sophos
solution installed is 22% for CPU and 27.5%
for memory. No AV storm was observed.
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Sophos Virtualization Scan
Controller
Sophos Virtualization Scan Controller (SVSC)
management software is designed to
overcome resource issues when running
concurrent scheduled scans across virtual
machines, and is accessible free of charge to
existing Sophos customers.
In this Tolly test, each VM took 20 to 30
minutes to finish the full scan.
Administrators can configure the number of
concurrent scanning VMs and other
parameters in SVSC to balance the total
amount of time to finish scanning all VMs
and the performance impact on the host.
Source: Tolly, July 2011

In a live environment, configuring all virtual
machines to perform scheduled scans at the
same time can cause a large resource
overhead for the physical host machine. The
Sophos Virtualization Scan Controller helps
to avoid this by giving administrators the
flexibility to configure their scanning options
to spread the scanning load, for example:
• Time windows for scans (e.g. Earliest scan
start time and latest scan start time )
• Days of the week on which scans should
be performed
• Maximum number of concurrent scans
Source: Sophos Ltd.

On-Demand Anti-Malware Scan
For any number of reasons, an IT security
administrator may decide to initiate full
scans on dozens of clients “on demand.”
Such tasks can be resource-intensive by
nature, and if run simultaneously, place an
unacceptable load on the VMware host
system and degrade the overall
virtualization system performance.
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On-Demand Anti-Malware Scan Resource Utilization
VMware ESX 4.1 Average Per-VM Performance
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Baseline Idle Status - No security products installed
Sophos Idle Status - Sophos Endoint Security installed
Sophos On-demand Scan - SVSC controlled - No AV Storm Observed
Note: 1. Windows 7, 64-bit installations. Systems instructed to scan 50 VMs. Results average of 10 VMs.
2. Sophos Virtualization Scan Controller (SVSC) was used on the Sophos management server to scan all 50 VMs one at a time. The scan time on each
VM was between 20 to 30 minutes. No AV storms observed during the test.
3. As the number of concurrent scanning VMs can be conﬁgured in SVSC, single VM’s on-demand scan impact is represented. Administrators can
conﬁgure the SVSC based on their host environment.
Figure 3

Source: Tolly, July 2011

Virtualized Anti-virus Test Environment

Figure 4

Source: Tolly, July 2011
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Protection and Performance: Client-Based Scanning Model vs. Central Security Appliance
There are two fundamental ways that security software tends to be implemented, either as a client-based agent or as a virtual appliance ( where
protection is provided centrally).
While both models have strengths and weaknesses, the fundamental difference is where the scanning protection takes place. With the clientbased agent, each VM has its own dedicated scanner, and this dedicated scanning resource is tasked with protecting only one VM. The result of
this is faster real-time protection as there is no need for an-access scanning tasks to queue.
With the central security appliance, there is only one scanning agent to provide on-access scanning protection. For example, for the 50 virtual
machines referenced in this report, there is one scanner. Therefore there may be occasions where scanning slows as a result of a) file information
being sent between the virtual machines and the central scanning appliance and b) files being queued for scanning.
The central scanning appliance model, by design, should provide lower impact on updating ( there is only one scanning agent to update) and
naturally avoids anti-virus (AV) storms by carrying out full, on-demand scans one virtual machine at a time.
Some vendors, such as Sophos have refined their client-based agent model to provide a way for on-demand scans to be scheduled in order to
avoid AV “storms”. Sophos uses a flexible (and free) add-on called the Virtualization Scan Controller to achieve this. Utilizing this hybrid approach
appears to match the main benefit offered by the centralized scanning appliance model (i.e. to avoid AV “storms”), while retaining the benefit of
each virtual machine having a dedicated scanner for fast on-access protection.
Source: Sophos Ltd.

System Under Test
Vendor
Sophos Ltd.

Product

Components

Endpoint Security
and Control v9.7

Implementation
Client agent solution. Sophos Virtualization
Scan Controller (SVSC) manages the number
of concurrent scanning VMs.

Sophos Enterprise Console v4.7
Sophos Virtualization Scan Controller v1.0
Sophos Anti-Virus v9.7
Sophos Client Firewall v2.7

Source: Tolly, July 2011

Table 1

The Sophos Virtualization Scan Controller
allows scans to take place one at a time (as
with the virtual appliance solution) but also
permits concurrent scans, thus allowing
administrators to optimize their system to
complete scans in as short amount of time
as possible without seriously impacting
performance.

VMware Performance Host Testbed Components

Component

Version/Build

VMware ESX

4.1.0 build 348481

VMware vCenter Server

4.1.0 build 258902

VMware View Composer Server

2.6

VMware View Connection Server

4.6.0 build 366101

Server Hardware

2x Xeon x5680 (Hexacore) running at 3.33GHz with 192GB
of DDR3 RAM ( Total of 24 logical cores)

Storage Area Network

HP StorageWorks MSA connected via 4GB FibreChannel

Guest VM Resources

1GB RAM and 1 vCPU

Guest Operating System

Microsoft Windows 7 Enterprise 64-bit

Source: Tolly, July 2011
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For this test, each system was instructed to
perform an on-demand scans on all 50 VMs.
The Sophos Endpoint Security and Control
v9.7 is able to handle on-demand scanning
initialization on multiple VMs at once
without the risk of an AV Storm.

Test Methodology
All tests were based on tests found in Tolly
document 211123. The goal and
methodology of each test were the same.
Execution was modified to account for the
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manner in which Sophos handles requests
from multiple VMs. See Table 2 for details of
the VMware virtual server environment
used in this test.

About Tolly...
The Tolly Group companies have been
delivering world-class IT services for more
than 20 years. Tolly is a leading global
provider of third-party validation services
for vendors of IT products, components
and services.
You can reach the company by email at
sales@tolly.com, or by telephone at +1
561.391.5610.
Visit Tolly on the Internet at:
http://www.tolly.com
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All 50 Windows 7 (64-bit) virtual machines
were deployed as linked clones using
VMware View 4.6. See Table 1 for details of
the system under test.

On-Demand Anti-Malware Scan
All VMs were in idle status. Sophos Ondemand Scan tool was used on the Sophos
Enterprise Console server. Administrators
can configure the number of concurrent
scanning VMs and the amount of time to
allow each VM to scan.
Tolly engineers used the default setting
which allows 1 concurrent VM to scan and
30 minutes for each VM to scan. The tool
then monitored the scan time for each VM
and the time was adjusted to allow each VM
to complete the scan. Engineers isolated

each VM run and averaged that data to
generate the per-VM results.

On-Access Anti-Malware Scan
Each VM was running the same workload
with Microsoft Word, Excel, PowerPoint,
Internet Explorer, Adobe Reader and
network file transfers. The test duration was
40 minutes.

Signature Update
All VMs were in idle status. The update
interval for each client was configured as 1
hour in the Sophos Enterprise Console. All
50 VMs were powered on randomly within 1
hour. The duration of the entire test was 1
hour and 15 minutes.

Terms of Usage
This document is provided, free-of-charge, to help you understand whether a given product, technology or service merits additional investigation for
your particular needs. Any decision to purchase a product must be based on your own assessment of suitability based on your needs. The document
should never be used as a substitute for advice from a qualified IT or business professional. This evaluation was focused on illustrating specific
features and/or performance of the product(s) and was conducted under controlled, laboratory conditions. Certain tests may have been tailored to
reflect performance under ideal conditions; performance may vary under real-world conditions. Users should run tests based on their own real-world
scenarios to validate performance for their own networks.
Reasonable efforts were made to ensure the accuracy of the data contained herein but errors and/or oversights can occur. The test/audit
documented herein may also rely on various test tools the accuracy of which is beyond our control. Furthermore, the document relies on certain
representations by the sponsor that are beyond our control to verify. Among these is that the software/hardware tested is production or production
track and is, or will be, available in equivalent or better form to commercial customers. Accordingly, this document is provided "as is", and Tolly
Enterprises, LLC (Tolly) gives no warranty, representation or undertaking, whether express or implied, and accepts no legal responsibility, whether
direct or indirect, for the accuracy, completeness, usefulness or suitability of any information contained herein. By reviewing this document, you
agree that your use of any information contained herein is at your own risk, and you accept all risks and responsibility for losses, damages, costs and
other consequences resulting directly or indirectly from any information or material available on it. Tolly is not responsible for, and you agree to hold
Tolly and its related affiliates harmless from any loss, harm, injury or damage resulting from or arising out of your use of or reliance on any of the
information provided herein.
Tolly makes no claim as to whether any product or company described herein is suitable for investment. You should obtain your own independent
professional advice, whether legal, accounting or otherwise, before proceeding with any investment or project related to any information, products
or companies described herein. When foreign translations exist, the English document is considered authoritative. To assure accuracy, only use
documents downloaded directly from Tolly.com. No part of any document may be reproduced, in whole or in part, without the specific written
permission of Tolly. All trademarks used in the document are owned by their respective owners. You agree not to use any trademark in or as the
whole or part of your own trademarks in connection with any activities, products or services which are not ours, or in a manner which may be
confusing, misleading or deceptive or in a manner that disparages us or our information, projects or developments.
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